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Department of Corporations and Taxation,
State House, Boston, July 1, 1926.
As Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation I submit herewith the Nine-
teeiith Annual Report on the Statistics of Municipal Finances of the cities and
towns of the Commonwealth for the financial year 1924. This report was prepared
under the immediate direction of Mr. Theodore N. WaddeU, Director of Accounts
in the Department, and contains data relative to the finances of the municipalities
of the Commonwealth, together with tabulations compiled from the returns made
by the several city and town officials.
HENRY F. LONG,
Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation.
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K\it Commontuealtf) of iHasfgacfjujfettsf
REPORT ON THE STATISTICS OF
MUNICIPAL FINANCES— 1924
Hon. Henry F. Long, Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation, State House, Boston.
Sir: — I submit herewith the Nineteenth Annual Report on the Statistics of Munici-
pal Finances, covering the years ending between November 30, 1924, and March 31,
1925.
Twenty years have elapsed since the passage of the act which provided for the col-
lection and publication of the financial statistics of the cities and towns in the Com-
monwealth, and although many changes have been made in the statutes affecting the
finances of our municipalities, the report submitted is similar in form to those of previous
years. Notwithstanding the changes made in the laws, the general classification of
accounts, as used, appears to be in keeping with the most modern classification, and
by being able to continue this general classification, we have available comparable
figures as to the sources of revenue and the purposes of expenditures for a considerable
period of time. A study of these annual reports should be helpful in pointing out the
cause of the ever-increasing tax rates. Certain functions of government have shown
an enormous increase in cost during the past ten years, partially due to the decrease in
the purchasing power of the dollar. Most of the increase, however, is due to additional
activities entered into to meet social demands; and so long as additional service at
public expense is demanded by the public, there is little likelihood of a material decrease
in tax rates. I believe, however, that we are making some progress in the planning of
public improvements, and that the increase of taxable property will be at a greater ratio
than the increase of indebtedness. At the present time, nearly 20 per cent of the oper-
ating cost of government is for interest and debt. By substituting a strictly pay-as-
you-go policy for financing all annually recurring costs, we automatically make a sav-
ing which will eventually show a reduction in tax rates.
The increase in municipal debt in 1926, as compared with 1925, was 57.75 per cent
of the increase shown for the year 1925, as compared with 1924. From information
available, I am satisfied that the increase in debt in the year 1927 when compared
with 1926 will show a further decrease.
Whether a larger or a smaller amount of the earnings of individuals will be taken
from them for the support of govermnent depends entirely on the individuals. Under
our Massachusetts laws, it is difficult to postpone to any considerable extent the pay-
ment of the cost of government; if service is demanded and supplied, a portion of the
cost must be reflected immediately in the tax rate.
Financial Status of the Municipalities.
Excess or Deficiency of Revenue.
The^ tables shown on pages x to xiii show actual receipts from revenue available for
municipal expenditures and the actual cost of maintenance and operation of the various
departments, together with payments for interest and maturing debt. Attention is
again called to the fact that the report is made on a cash basis and that deductions
based on a single year's transactions might lead to false conclusions; but where a period
of two or more years is considered, the conclusions drawn are as accurate as if the re-
port were on a revenue and expense basis. It will be noted that 34 of the 39 cities
and 77 of the 79 towns of over 5,000 population show revenue for current charges in
excess of the current charges against revenue. With our statutes requiring a sum
equal to twenty-five cents on every thousand dollars of assessed valuation to be raised
before a loan may be authorized, there should result in practically every municipality
an excess of revenue over the ordinary maintenance cost of government.
It will readily be seen that, if surplus revenue accumulated over a period of years
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is appropriated to meet ordinary current charges, or if there is a failure to raise sufficient
revenue, or laxity on the part of the officials to maintain an average collection of rev-
enue, a tabulation would show a deficit of revenue. If a surplus is consistently shown,
then it is evident that the officials are raising sufficient revenue to meet current charges,
are striving to collect revenues promptly, and are also including in the tax levy some of
the annually recurring outlay accounts.
The aggregate revenue for current charges for all municipalities, classified according
to source, and the aggregate charges against revenue, classified according to purpose
or function, with the percentage each class bears to the total for the years 1923 and
1924, are shown in the following tables
:
Revenue for Current Charges.
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cordance with a special act of the Legislature, the surplus was returned to the munici-
palities. The money collected to pay the war bonus was received on account of assess-
ments made in the years 1918 to 1921, inclusive, and the return to the cities and towns
was made in 1924.
Of the total charges against revenue, 82.07 per cent was for maintenance and opera-
tion of the departments, and 17.93 per cent was for interest and debt. Debt and in-
terest charges increased slightly over the previous year, due partly to the amount of
betterment assessments paid to sinking funds, and partly to the increase in debt pay-
ments. The largest atnount expended for maintenance and operation was for schools,
being 34.59 per cent of the total maintenance and operation cost; the next largest ex-
penditure was for protection of persons and property, namely 16.59 per cent. The
increase in the cost of protection is due, no doubt, to the traffic problem of today, and
it would be of value if the cost of maintaining law and order could be shown separately
from the cost of traffic control, but at present it seems impracticable to attempt this.
The cost of highway maintenance is proportionately less than is shown for the previous
year, but the amount shown in Table I for outlays on account of highways is fifty per
cent more than was shown in the previous year. Again the effect of the automobile
is noted, as the amount expended by the municipalities for highway outlay is in excess
of the amount expended for highway maintenance which includes sidewalks and street
lighting.
The revenue for current charges for the year 1924 for all cities and towns exceeded
the current charges against revenue by $15,225,094, or 7.21 per cent. Comparing the
years 1923 and 1924, we find that the revenue for current charges increased $12,508,629,
or 5.85 per cent, while the current charges against revenue for the same period increased
$12,407,681, or 6.24 per cent.
The policy of this Commonwealth of informing the people as to the cost of govern-
mental activities by causing annually recurring costs to be reflected in the current
year's taxes has caused relatively high tax rates. It is evident, however, that this
plan meets with approval, for there appears to be a general demand for further restric-
tions in the incurrence of debt.
The Debt Burden.
The net funded or fixed debt of all municipalities at the close of the financial year
1924 was $246,696,377, an increase over 1923 of $16,729,407, or 7.27 per cent. The
increase in assessed valuation of taxable property was $322,508,242, or 5.39 per cent.
On pages xxi to xxvii tables are presented showing the net debt January 1, 1926,
and the ratio of net debt to assessed valuation for the cities, the towns over 5,000 popu-
lation, and towns under 5,000 population. The total net debt on January 1, 1926, for
all municipalities was $257,267,711, an increase over that reported on January 1, 1925,
of $11,750,813, or 4.79 per cent. The increase of assessed valuation was $337,240,247,
or 5.35 per cent.
The tables on pages xxi to xxvii classify the municipal indebtedness as general debt
and enterprise debt, the general debt being further classified so as to show the amount
inside the debt limit and the amount outside the debt limit. Practically all of the
general debt outside the debt limit has been issued under authority of special acts of
the Legislature. The aggregate general debt January 1, 1926, for all municipalities
was $194,418,516, of which $77,985,978, or 40.11 per cent, is debt reckoned as outside
the limit of indebtedness.
The enterprise debt represents debt incurred for municipal water suppUes, munici-
pal lighting plants, and the rapid transit system in Boston, a very small amount being
for other public service enterprises. This debt is shown separately, since very little
of the carrjdng charge is reflected directly in the tax rate.
The ratio of net debt to assessed valuation on January 1, 1926, was 3.88 per cent, as
compared with 3.90 per cent on January 1, 1925.
In making a comparison between the special debt table as of January 1 of any year
with that of the financial year as reported, a slight variation is shown, since the finan-
cial years of our cities end between November 30 and March 31 following, the towns
only corresponding with the calendar year.
The Certification of Town and District Notes.
The records of the office relating to the financial condition of the towns of the Com-
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monwealth are invaluable in connection with this particular bralnch of the work. They
furnish information required by committees of the Legislature when authority is sought
by a municipality to borrow outside the debt Umit, and are also utilized to a very great
extent by investors in municipal securities.
It has become a fixed policy to make a most thorough investigation of every vote
submitted with the notes for certification, and, as a result, the towns have benefited by
getting a broader market at a lower rate of interest than obtained prior to the cer-
tification act of 1910.
The number of notes certified and the amount of the loans represented by them
since the town note act took effect on January 1, 1911, are shown in the following table:
Yeabs.
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force my appreciation of the efficient manner in which their respective duties have been
performed, particularly to Mr. Edward H. Fenton, Deputy Director and Chief Ex-
aminer, who has charge of the auditing of city and town accounts and the installation
of accounting systems, and to Miss Hannah M. Varney, in general charge of the clerical




State House, Boston, July 1, 1926.
PLAN OF THE REPORT.
The statistical presentations of this report, following the introductory matter, are
arranged in three principal parts, devoted respectively to the finances of (I) the 39
cities; (II) the 79 towns having a population of 5,000 or over; and (III) the 237 towns
having a population of less than 5,000. In all the tabulations, unless otherwise indi-
cated, the cities and towns are arranged in order of population for convenience of
comparison.
Paet I. — Cities.
This part is subdivided as follows:
—
(A) Summary of Financial Transactions;
(B) Receipts from Revenue; (C) Payments for Maintenance and Interest; (D) In-
debtedness; and (E) Cash Balances.
(A) Summary of Financial Transactions.
This division consists of a summary table (designated Table I) or general survey
of all the financial transactions of the 39 cities of the Commonwealth (pp. 4-27). The
several cities, with the exception of Boston, which has financial transactions of such
magnitude as to warrant presentation independently of the other cities, are arranged,
for purposes of comparison, according to the population of the Massachusetts Census
of 1925, typographical considerations making it necessary to adopt an arbitrary group-
ing of four municipalities to a page.
(B) Receipts from Revenue.
Table II (pp. 30, 31) shows receipts from General and Table III (pp. 32, 33) receipts
from Commercial Revenue. The former consists of taxes, hcenses and permits, fines
and forfeits, grants and gifts, and all other general revenue; whUe the latter is com-
posed of revenue from special assessments (whether for expenses or outlays), privileges,
departmental earnings, public service enterprises, cemeteries, and interest.
Table IV (pp. 34-42) is an exhibit of classified Departmental Earnings (being the
detail of Coluixm D of Table III), from which may be seen the amount of revenue
received by the several municipalities from their various departments. Unclassified
receipts are excluded because of their diversity. This table is self-explanatory and
is suggestive as disclosing the varying degree to which different cities have discovered
opportunities for revenue from this source.
Table V (p. 43) is a tabulation of interest receipts classified so as to show the amount
of interest derived from money on deposit, from deferred taxes and special assessments,
from public trust funds (sub-classified according to particular funds, so far as is practi-
cable), from investment funds, and from miscellaneous sources.
Table VI (p. 44) presents a summary of revenue receipts, giving within the scope of
a single table in a form convenient for comparison the receipts from all sources of
revenue of the 39 cities.
It is of interest to note that of the total revenue receipts of the 39 cities of the Com-
monwealth for the year covered by the report, 81.4 per cent is from general revenue
sources and 18.6 per cent from commercial revenue sources. The revenue receipts
of the city of Boston are 79.7 per cent from general and 20.3 per cent from commer-
cial sources.
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(C) Payments for Maintenance and Interest.
The tables in this division, VII to X, inclusive (pp. 46-68), exhibit gross payments,
classified in detail, on account of the maintenance cost, or what are sometimes called
the "current expenses" of the various departments or kinds of municipal services.
Interest payments are similarly but separately shown, not only because it is desirable
to exhibit this item of expense independently, but because interest is properly a capital
rather than a departmental charge.
It would be most interesting and significant, too, if we could calculate the net cost
of the several municipal services so as to show the actual burden of each upon the
taxpayer, and it might be supposed that such a figure could be obtained simply by
deducting the earnings of a department from the amount necessary to maintain it;
but there is as yet on the part of accounting authorities no clear or general under-
standing as to what receipts should be treated as departmental earnings, thereby
constituting a proper offset to expense, and what, on the other hand, being in the nature
of an assessment upon the taxpaj^er rather than a charge upon the citizen, cannot
be legitimately deducted from a gross cost figure in order to obtain net cost of main-
tenance.
In comparing certain departmental expenses, large differences wiU occasionally
be noted for the same class of service, the reason for which is not sufficiently apparent
to warrant our attempting to assign it without more or less exhaustive inquiry. Mean-
while the differences, even for a single year, which may be noted in these comparative
tables for cities of approximately the same size should stimulate local discussion for
the purpose of ascertaining whether a satisfactory explanation can be found.
From the interest table (p. 68) we note that the total interest burden of the 39 cities
for the year covered by the report was $14,534,667.53, of which $7,849,180.30, or 54.0
per cent, was interest on the general debt; $1,583,872.41, or 10.9 per cent, was inter-
est on revenue and other temporary loans; and the remaining 35.1 per cent of the total
interest payments was for debt on account of public service enterprise and cemetery
loans, metropolitan assessments for sewer, park, and water purposes, state assessments
on account of grade crossing abolition, and miscellaneous debt not specified. It is of
interest to note that the total assessment on the city of Boston for interest on metro-
politan debts was $1,680,045.32, or 25.0 per cent of the total interest burden of the city
(see also payments to the state sinking and loan funds on page 73) . Nearly 56 per cent
of Somerville's total interest burden is on account of metropolitan assessments.
(D) Indebtedness.
Table XI (p. 70) shows the outstanding indebtedness classified by the character of
the obUgation; Table XII (p. 71), the relation of indebtedness to valuation, the valua-
tion figures as reported to the Tax Commissioner being used; Table XIII (p. 72),
the debt transactions for 1924, classified according to the character of the obligation;
Table XIV (p. 73) shows separately the payments to the state sinking and loan funds;
and Table XV (p. 74) shows the method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.
A tabulation which gives figures for the funded or fixed debt and the net debt only
of a municipality does not, however, tell the whole story of the debt burden. Revenue
loans, it is true, are not included in reckoning the hmit of indebtedness under the law;
but though they are temporary transactions with uncollected taxes presumably as an
offsetting asset, they constitute in fact a permanent burden, since they are as a class
annually recurrent. Loans in anticipation of bond issues, although of a temporary
character, are in reality fixed debt (having no assets as an offset) and in Table XII
are included in the total of funded or fixed debt and reckoned in determining the net
debt. Table XI (p. 70) has therefore been prepared for the purpose of showing the
aggregate outstanding indebtedness, including not only the funded or fixed debt, but
also temporary debt and warrants or orders unpaid.
The net funded or fixed debt is found by deducting from the total funded or fixed
debt the amount which has been set aside in sinking funds to pay the debt when due.
Funded or fixed debt does not include revenue loans or outstanding warrants or orders,
because these debts are considered temporary, and it is assumed that such obligations
are offset by theoretically "quick" assets. Thus, revenue loans are offset by uncol-
lected taxes, and warrants or orders by cash on hand.
The table of debt transactions (p. 72) is of interest as showing the amount of debt
incurred during the fiscal year 1924 for the several purposes specified, and the amount
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of debt cancelled during the year, excepting payments to the state sinking and loan
funds on account of grade crossings, metropoUtan assessments for sewer, park, and
water purposes, and payments to counties on account of debt incurred for bridge
purposes. These payments represent the cancellation of a portion of the city's debt
incurred by the State on its account, and for this reason are excluded.
Included in the term "General Loans" in the table of debt transactions are not
only loans issued for general purposes, but likewise all loans whether specified as for
school, fire, or pohce, etc., purposes, since these could not be shown separately by
figures which would be comparable.
Payments to the state sinking and loan funds on account of grade crossings and met-
ropoUtan sewer, park, and water assessments are shown separately in Table XIV
(p. 73). The aggregate amount thus paid for the 39 cities in 1924 was $726,464.60,
of which Boston paid $415,511.87, or 57.2 per cent.
Table XV (p. 74) is of interest as showing the relative use by the 39 cities of Massa-
chusetts of the two methods of meeting their debt obligations. The payments to
the state sinking and loan funds on account of grade crossings and metropolitan assess-
ments are included in this table in order to show the annual debt charges against revenue,
but they are assessments and not properly charged as a serial or mimicipal sinking
fvmd payment.
(E) Cash Balances.
Table XVI (p. 76) shows the amount of cash on hand held by the treasurer and
departments at the beginning and close of the fiscal year 1924.
Part II. — Towns over 5,000 Population.
The subdivisions of this part are as follows: — (A) Summary of Financial Transac-
tions; (B) Indebtedness; (C) Cash Balances.
The tables in Division A, Summary of Financial Transactions (pp. 80-123), are
similar in form and detail to those given for the cities in Part I, the towns being arranged
according to population, with the exception of Brookline, the largest town, which
is presented separately as its transactions are scarcely comparable with those of any
other town. The tables in the division devoted to Indebtedness (II, III, IV, V, and
VI, on pp. 126-133, inclusive) are similar to those given for the cities, and the com-
ments made in the latter connection are likewise applicable to the towns. The state-
ments of Cash Balances (pp. 136, 137) for the towns are also self-explanatory.
Part III. — Towns under 5,000 Population.
The subdivisions of this part are as follows:— (A) Summary of Financial Trans-
actions; (B) Indebtedness; (C) Cash Balances. They are presented on the same
plan as the towns of over 5,000 population, which are shown in Part II.
ANALYSIS TABLES
I. Excess or Deficiency of Revenue
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
II. Revenue Charges for Maintenance, Interest, and Debt Requirements
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
III. Comparative Statement for the Cities of Valuation, Revenue for Current Charges, and
Current Charges against Revenue
IV. Comparative Debt Statements
A. Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness— Comparisons for 1910, 1922, 1923, and 1924
B. Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness— General and Enterprise Debt
C. Net Funded or Fixed Debt and Assessed Valuation
V. Net Debt January 1, 1926, and Ratio of Net Debt to Valuation
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
C. Towns under 5,000 Population
[ix]
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Fiscal Years of Cities.


















































SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
3]
4 P.D. 79.







Property, poll, and income .......... 42,552,133.28
Corporation, bank, etc............ 3,171,759.21
Licenses and permits............ 843,856.68
Fines and forfeits . 243,836 . 64
Grants and gifts ............ 465,856.09
For expenses 465,856.09




Special assessments ............ 512,001 .82
To meet expenses 512,001 . 82
To meet outlays ............ -
Privileges 45,715.00
Departmental 2,010,409.48
General government ........... 70,758 . 53
Protection of persons and property ........ 102,452 . 70 j








Public service enterprises ........... 6,402,912.92





On sinking funds 1,582,626.54
On trust and investment funds ......... 877,959.96
All other 437,629.67
NON-REVENUE. $47,563,036.88
Offsets to outlays 321,936.45
Departmental 800,749.23
Public service enterprises ........... 21,187.22
Cemeteries ............. -
Municipal indebtedness . . 27,805,835.81
Loans, general purposes
.
.~ ........ . 5,343,760.00
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 1,451,000.00
Loans, cemeteries ............ —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ........ 21,000,000.00
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ........ —
Premiums ............. 11,085.81
Transfers 6,567,155.38
From sinking funds 3,498,600.67
Another 3,068,554.81
Refunds . . . 188,098.37
Agency, trust, and investment 12,680,010.87
Taxes and licenses for State 2,762,184.26
Taxes for county 2,748,271. 4Z
Reimbursements for grade crossings ......... —
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 7,174,555.19
All other ............. —
RECAPITULATION.





Transfers and refunds ............ 6,755,253.75
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 12,680,010.87
Total receipts $106,290,250.75
Balance en hand, including funds .......... 11,852,769.24
GRAND TOTAL $117,643,019.99
1 Includes $946.22 from city of Cambridge on account of pensions.
P.D. 79.








Protection of persons and property .
Health and sanitation













Administration of trust funds
Interest ......
Loans, general purposes



















From sinking funds ....
From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ......
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ......
Refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Expenditures for grade crossings .








































































Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments......













1 Includes serial payments amounting to $62,900.57.
= Includes $2,299.65 from sale of real estate and offsets to outlays.
P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
RECEIPTS.
Worcester Springfield Fall River Cambridge
Population Population Population Population




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....







































































































































Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings
.
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....




























































Agency, trust, and investment .
Total receipts


















$23,214,166.73 $20,917,815.78 $12,726,146.77 $13,519,374.74
699,713.36 971,476.63 1,162,687.87 376,680.04
$23,813,880.09 $21,889,292.31 $13,888,834.64 $13,896,054.78
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925 —
P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
RECEIPTS.
New Bedford Lovrell Lynn Somerville
Population Population Population Population




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and pennits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....

































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....
































































Agency, trust, and investment
.
Total receipts























$17,666,299.90 $11,164,454.41 $10,684,463.89 $6,419,173.34
$15,572,465.46 $10,824,055.81 $10,302,370.94
2,098,834 . 44 340,398 . 60 382,092 . 95
P.D. 79.





















Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits





























On trust and investment funds
All other ....





























































































































Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
.
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans ^including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings
.
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....



























Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings























Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits





























On trust and investment funds
All other ....


































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....































































Agency, trust, and investment
.
Total receipts






























$7,827,021.17 $6,060,519.49 $4,485,762.71 $4,724,721.19
1 Includes $25 from administration of trust funds.
2 Includes $1,400.78 applied to payment of interest on water loans.
P.D. 79.





Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
15
16 P.D. 79.






































Taxes . . . .
Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits



























































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings
.
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....













































Agency, trust, and investment
.
Total receipts


















$3,539,459.72 $2,071,412.23 $2,648,751.79 $1,678,753.57
67,003.52 198,851.80 348,998.08 44,048.40
$3,596,463.24 $2,270,264.03 $2,997,749.87 $1,722,801.97
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year ,
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings





























































































































































Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....



























$3,596,463.24 $2,270,264.03 $2,997,749.87 $1,722,801.97
$2,919,606.96 $1,603,805.65
78,142.91 118,996.32
1 Includes $1,680 paid to the county for debt incurred for bridge purposes.
20 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79.






Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79. 23
Graded According to Population of 1925 —
24 P.D. 79.











Property, poll, and income .
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeits ....
Grants and gifts ....
For expenses ....
For outlays ....







































Protection of persons and property
Health and sanitation....
Highways ......












Administration of trust funds .
Interest.......
Loans, general purposes ....



















From sinking funds ....
From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ......




Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
y Taxes for county . . . . .
Expenditures for grade crossings




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc





























On sinking funds .













































Offsets to outlays ......
Departmental .......
Public service enterprises .....
Cemeteries .......
Municipal indebtedness .....
Loan.i, general purposes .....
Loans, public service enterprises ....
Loans, cemeteries ......
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans fincluding revenue loans) .
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year
Premiums .......
Transfers ........
From sinking funds ......
All other ........
Refunds ,
. . . . . .
Agency, trust, and investment . .
Taxes and licenses for State ....
Taxes for county ......
Reimbursements for grade crossings





















Revenue and offsets to outlays ....
Premiums ........
Municipal indebtedness .....
Transfers and refunds . . . . . .
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total receipt* ......
Balance on hand, including funds ....









1 Includes f946.22 from city of Cambridge on account of pensions and i
2 Includes gas. See foot-notes on pp. 10 and 22.
' Includes $1,400.78 applied to payment of interest on water loans.
* Includes $7,600 from investment fund.
I from administration of trust funds
.
P.D. 79. 27
Graded According to Population of 1925 — Concluded.
AGGREGATE PAYMENTS (39 CITIES). Population2,909,767
Maintenance $128,583,742.08
Departmental 118,767,628.81
General government ........... 6,276,221.76
Protection of persons and property......... 23,845,215.74














Administration of trust funds .......... 187,017.14
Interest 14,534,667.53
Loans, general purposes ........... 10,486,128.14
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 4,043,374.64
Loans, cemeteries ............ 6,164.75
Outlays 44,081,591.82
Departmental 37,839,385.16
General government ........... 499,530.09
Protection of persons and property......... 2,020,946.15












. . . . . . . . . . . . . 45,251 . 26
Municipal indebtedness ........... 107,166,101.49
From sinking funds W,966,600. 57
From revenue and other sources .......... ^14,811,465.48
Bonds refunded, current year .......... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) . . . . . . . . 84,568,292.11
Warrants or orders, previous years ......... 1,819,853.33
Transfers .............. 11,677,895.29
To sinking funds from revenue .....'..... ^1,816,323.13
All other .... 9,861,672.16
Refunds 666,779.73
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 25,561,418.66
Taxes and licenses for State 7,492,462.32
Taxes for county . 6,325,792.61
Expenditures for grade crossings .......... 50.00
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 11,743,113.73
All other.............. -
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments .....













1 Includes gas. See foot-notes on pp. 11 and 23.
2 Includes serial payments amounting to $62,900.57, and $7,500 paid from investment fund.
' Includes $425 paid from offsets to outlays, and $1,680 paid to the county for debt incurred for bridge purposes.
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Table IV. — Detail of Departmental Earnings {Col. D, Table III) — Con.
7. Schools.
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Table VII. — Maintenance of Departments
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Table XII. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1924.
Note.— The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property as of
April 1, 1924, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1924, exclusive of the non-resident bank
stock as reported to the Tax Commissioner.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt
shown in Table XI, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of revenue
loans, other temporary loans, such as is found in Northampton (see foot-note on Table XI), and warrants or
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS












































On sinking funds .

































Offsets to outlays 9,052.58
Departmental ............. 329.60
Public service enterprises ........... 8,723.03
Cemeteries ............. —
Municipal indebtedness ........... 1,674,116.48
Loans, general purposes ........... 472,000.00
Loans, public service enterprises .......... —
Loans, cemeteries ............ —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ........ 1,200,000.00
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year .......'. —
Premiums . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,116.48
Transfers .............. -
From sinking funds ............ —
All other ............. -
Refunds 2,722.44
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 380,319.86
Taxes a?id licenses for State .......... 179,698.63
Taxes for county . .
_
172,941.17
Reimbursements for grade crossings ......... —
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 27,630.16
All other.............. —
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and offsets to outlays ....
Premiums ........
Municipal indebtedness .....
Transfers and refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment . . . .
Total receipts ......

















General government ........... 132,801.86
Protection of persons and property ........ 557,646.68









Public service enterprises ........... 121,705.89




Administration of trust funds .......... 10.00
Interest 156,528.20
Loans, general purposes ........... 149,872.89
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 6,655.31
Loans, cemeteries ............ -
Outlays 621,821.48
Departmental ............. 669,574-54
General government ........... 1,838.25
Protection of persons and property......... 8,283.73







Public service enterprises ........... 50,258.13
Electric light ............ -
Water 50,258.13
AH other ............. -
Cemeteries ............. 1,988.81
Municipal indebtedness ........... 1,395,699.64
From sinking funds ............ —
From revenue and other sources .......... 195,699.64
Bonds refunded, current year .......... -
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ........ 1,200,000 .00
Warrants or orders, previous years ......... —
Transfers .............. —
To sinking funds from revenue .......... -
All other.............. -
Refunds 2,722.44
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 380,684.66
Taxes and licenses for State .......... 1 79,698 . 53
Taxes for county ............ 1 72,941 1
7
Expenditures for grade crossings .......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 28,044-96
All other.............. -
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest ........... $2,540,504.57
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) ........ 195,699.64
Sinking fund requirements from revenue ........ -
Outlays 621,821.48
Permanent debt from sinking funds ......... -
Bonds refunded, current year . . ....... -
Temporary loans 1,200,000.00
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds ....... 2,722.44
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 380,684.66
Total payments . . $4,941,432.79






Graded According to Population of 1925 —
84 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Weymouth Winthrop Wakefield Southbridge
Population Population Population Population




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits





























































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cerrteteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxen and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .




















































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts






























$1,421,659.34 $1,645,972.64 $2,230,841.20 $874,670.74
1 Includes gas, amount not specified.
P.D. 79.






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.



































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans ^including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
89
90 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925 — Continued.
91
92 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925 Continued.
93
PAYMENTS.
Milton Saugus Danvers Easthampton
Population Population Population Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings











Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
97
98 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 99




Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Dartmouth Needham Swampscott Ludlo-vsr
Population Population Population Population
9,026 8,977 8,953 8,802
REVENUE,
P.D. 79.





Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 103
Graded According to Population of 1925 —
104 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.





Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 107
Graded According to Populah
108 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
109
110 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.










































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings



























































































Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays.......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments
. . .




Table I, — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.





Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
Orange
P.D. 79. 121










General government ........ 11,143.91
Protection of persons and propertj' ..... 12,765.67









Public service enterprises........ 7,817.59
Electric light ......... -
Water 7,817.59
All other .......... -
Cemeteries .......... 3,345.49
Administration of trust funds ....... -
Interest 5,670.58
Loans, general purposes ........ 5,670.58
Loans, public service enterprises ...... —
Loans, cemeteries ......... -
Outlays 30,416.55
Departmental SI,025. 50
General government ........ -
Protection of persons and property ..... -







Public service enterprises........ 8,491 . 05
Electric light ......... -
Water 8,491.05
All other .......... -
Cemeteries .......... -
Municipal indebtedness........ 191,600.00
From sinking funds ........ —
From revenue and other sources ...... 11,600.00
Bonds refunded, current year ....... -
remporary Zoans (including revenue loans) .... 180,000.00
Warrants or orders, previous years ...... —
Transfers 709.71
To sinking funds from revenue ....... —
All other 709.71
Refunds 76.80
Agency, trust, and investment 26,654.41
Taxes and licenses for State ....... 9,900.00
Taxes for county . .
_
13,387.01
Expenditures for grade crossings ...... —
Sinking and other permanent funds ...... 3,367.40


































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment
Total payments ....




















122 - P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.






























On sinking funds .







































Offsets to outlays 897,322.92
Departmental 772,688.22
Public service enterprises ........... 123,634-70
Cemeteries 1,100.00
Municipal indebtedness 28,930,638.08
Loans, general purposes ........... 7,090,337 .00
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 898,810.00
Loans, cemeteries ............ -
Bonds refunded, current year . i : . . . . . . . . 37,000.00
rewiporarj/Zoans (including revenue loans) ........ 20,868,308.62
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ........ 6,163.24
Premiums 42,029.22
Transfers . . . . <s . 867,017.90
From sinking funds ............ 454,600 .00
Another 412,517.90
Refunds 115,107.69
Agency, trust, and investment 4,389,988.70
Taxes and licenses for State 1,687,238.02
Taxes for county 1,638,493.76
Reimbursements for grade crossings ......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 1,118,117.11
Another • . . . 46,139.81
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and offsets to outlays ....
Premiums ........
Municipal indebtedness .....
Transfers and refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total receipts ......










1 Includes $128.95 from administration of trust funds.
2 Includes gas. See foot-notes on pp. 84 and 98.
P.D. 79. 123
Graded According to Population of 1925— Concluded.




Protection of persons and property......... 3,744,522.32














Administration of trust funds . . . . . . . . . . 4<392.30
Interest 2,030,032.80
Loans, general purposes ........... 1,656,322.67
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 372,756 .23
Loans, cemeteries ............ 1,966.00
Outlays 13,955,907.10
Departmental 11,826,304.85
General government ........... 265,226.25
Protection of persons and property......... 332,408.61












Municipal indebtedness .... ...... 24,145,341.39
From, sinking funds . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . -454,500.00
From revenue and other sources .......... ^3,069,273.28
Bonds refunded, current year .......... 37,000.00
remporarj/ Zoaras (including revenue loans) ........ 20,680,175.29
Warrants or orders, previous years ......... 4,392.82
Transfers 867,017.90
To sinking funds from revenue .......... 56,263.12
Another 811,754.78
Refunds 115,107.69
Agency, trust, and investment ..... ... 4,094,009.28
Taxes and licenses for State 1,687,238.02
Taxes for county . 1,638,493.76
Expenditures for grade crossings .......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 822,608.21
Another 45,669.29
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments .....














1 Includes gas. See foot-notes on pp. 85 and 99.
2 Includes serial payments amounting to SI, 500.
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Table III. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1924-
Note.—The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property as of
April 1, 1924, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1924, exclusive of the non-resident bank
stock as reported to the Tax Commissioner.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt shown
in Table II, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of revenue loans,
other temporary loans, such as are found in Braintree, Grafton, and Canton (see foot-notes on page 127),
and warrants or orders is deducted from the total debt shown in Table II, the result will give the funded or




Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1924 — Concluded.
130 P.D. 79.
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633,000 218,000 170,500 427,500
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925.
143
144 P.D. 79.
Table I, — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year ,
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings































































































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 147
Graded According to Population of 1925 —
148 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Leicester Dalton Lee Oxford
Population Population Population Population




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits


































































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
.
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers .....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings



















































































Graded According to Population of 1925 —
152 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
153
154 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Holden Longmeadow Barre Holbrook
Population Population Population Population
3,436 3,333 3,329 3,273
REVENUE.
General . . .
Taxes ....
Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....

















































































Agency, trust, and investment .
Total receipts
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
159
160 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Bourne Deerfield Cohasset Weston
Population Population Population Population
3,015 2,968 2,913 2,906
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.





























































From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
.
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
























































































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
PAYMENTS.
Belchertown Lenox Hadley Bellingham
Population Population Population Population











































From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings



















































































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings















Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Hanover Scituate Hatfield Lancaster
Population Population Population Population




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....










































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .




















































Agency, trust, and investment .
Total receipts
Balance on hand, including funds
GRAND TOTAL
.





















$214,347.45 $536,532.06 $196,774.75 $189,725.49
p.d; 79. 169





Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
171
PAYMENTS.
Hull Hopkinton Kingston Ashland
Population Population Population Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings














Table I, — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
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174 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
175
176 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P,D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
177
178 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.




Raynham Harwich Southborough Hainilton
PoptTLATioN Population Popul.^tion Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 719.






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
185
PAYMENTS.
Towrnsend Georgetown Westminster Lunenburg
Population Population Population Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings





























































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.


































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year ,
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings




Table I, — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Adm,inistration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings



















































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
195
196 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Shelburne Yarmouth Sterling Bedford
Population Population Population Population
1,538 1,532 1,516 1,514
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.





Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.





Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings .
























































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
203
204 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
\
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Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings























































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings .



















































































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and ether sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings







Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 221




















Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent fuTids
. .
99S.64 70.86 91.25 3,446.06
All other
222 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 223
































Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings




















































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.








































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Becket Brewster Princeton Enfield
Population Population Population Population
778 774 773 749
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
229
230 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Graded According to Population of 1925— Continued.
PAYMENTS.
Petersham Leverett Dana Hampden
Population Population Population Population












































From revc?iue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings


























































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings


























































































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.


































Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings



















































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Plympton Carlisle Hancock Cummington
Population Population Population Population
511 510 510 508
REVENUE,
P.D. 79. 237






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.t). to.


















































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from, revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings




Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....
















































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Greenwich Chesterfield Blandford Wales
Population Population Population Population
450 445 437 434
REVENUE.
P.D. 79. 241
































Administration of trust funds
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings














































































































Administration of trust funds
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings



































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings









































































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Graded According to Population of 1925 — Continued.
PAYMENTS.
Westhampton Boxborough West Tisbury Heath
Population Population Population Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, gaiis'^al purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants,fir orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings






































































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrant or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings






Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings









Property, poll, and income .......... 2,686.69
Corporation, bank, etc. ........... 12.78
Licenses and permits ............ —
Fines and forfeits ............ —
Grants and gifts ............ 1 ,4Si S3
For expenses ............ 1,491 . 83
For outlays ............ -
All other ............. —
Commercial ............. 333.06
Special assessments............ —
To meet expenses ........... —
To meet outlays ........... -
Privileges ............. -
Departmental ............ 57.14
General government ........... 6 . 00
Protection of persons and property ........ 5.00
Health and sanitation .......... —
Highways ............. —
Charities ............. —





Public service enterprises........... —
Electric light ............ —
Water ............. —
All other ............. -
Cemeteries ............. -
Interest ^6.92
On sinking funds ........... -
On trust and investment funds ......... 251.99
All other 23.93
NON-REVENUE. . . . $1,663.03
Offsets to outlays 1,000.00
Departmental 1,000.00
Public service enterprises........... —
Cemeteries ............. —
Municipal indebtedness .......... 35.00
Loans, general purposes ........... -
Loans, public service enterprises ......'... -
Loans, cemeteries ............ —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ....... -
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ........ SB .00
Premiums ............. —
Transfers ............. —
From sinking funds ........... —
All other ............. —
Refunds ............. —
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 628.03
Taxes and licenses for State .......... SOO . 72
Taxes for county 327.31
Reimbursements for grade crossings ......... —
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... —
All other ............. -
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and offsets to outlays .......... $5,524 . 36
Premiums ............. -
Municipal indebtedness ........... 35.00
Transfers and refunds ........... -
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 628.03
Total receipts $6,187.39
Balance on hand, including funds ......... 1,491.85
GRAND TOTAL $7,679.24
P.D. 79. , 261







General government ........••• 668 . 66
Protection of persons and property ........ 14.00
Health and sanitation .......... 10.00
Highways .........•••• 2,528.76
Charities .........•••• ~






Public service enterprises........... ~




Administration of trust funds .......... -
Interest .............. ~
Loans, general purposes ........... —
Loans, public service enterprises ......... —
Loans, cemeteries ............ ~
Outlays 1,474.55
Departmental ............ 1,474.65
General government ........... —
Protection of persons and property ........ -







Public service enterprises........... —
Electric light -
Water ............. —
All other ............. —
Cemeteries ............. ~
Municipal indebtedness .......... ~
From sinking funds ........... ~
From revenue and other sources.......... ~
Bonds refunded, current year .......... ~
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ....... —
Warrants or orders, previous years ......... —
Transfers ............. ~
To sinking funds from revenue .........'. —
All other ............. ~
Refunds.............. ~
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 875.52
Taxes and licenses for State .......... SOO . 72
Taxes for county ............ 327.31
Expenditures for grade crossings ......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 247.49
All other ............. —
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest .
_
. . ........ $4,824.27
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) ....... -
Sinking fund requirements from revenue ........ —
Outlays 1,474.55
Permanent debt from sinking funds ......... —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... -
Temporary loans ........'.... —
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds ....... -
Agency, trust, and investment .... ..... 875.52
Total payments ........... $7,174.34
Balance on hand, including funds ......... S04 90
GRAND TOTAL $7,679.24
262 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns





Property, poll, and income .......... 13,390,243.40
Corporation, bank, etc. .......... 820,473.95
Licenses and permits............ 80,188. 79
Fines and forfeits ............ 68,469.67
Grants and gifts 1,476,407.36




Special assessments ............ 64,290.66
To meet expenses............ 45,722.74
To meet outlays ............ 8,567.82
Privileges ............. 14,667 .26
Departmental . . . . . . ^870,722.93
General government ........... 66,035.66
Protection of persons and property......... 48,025.89














On sinking funds 10,539.96
On trust and investment funds ......... 156,660.99
All other 194,243.76
NON-REVENUE. $15,586,373.31
Offsets to outlays 1,212,461.20
Departmental 1,186,858.61
Public service enterprises ........... 25,092 . 44
Cemeteries ............. 610.16
Municipal indebtedness 11,802,385.81
Loans, general purposes ........... 1,977,630 .00
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 287,748.00
Loans, cemeteries ............ —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ........ 9,613,828.94
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ........ 13,496.72
Premiums 9,682.15
Transfers 217,033.50
From sinking funds ............ 41,500.00
Another 176,633.50
Refunds 75,818.35
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 2,278,674.45
Taxes and licenses for State .......... 867,664-66
Taxes for county 888,391.11
Reimbursements for grade crossings ......... —
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 509,742.36
Another 22,976.33
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and oSsets to outlays .......... $19,255,760.58
Premiums 9,682.15
Municipal indebtedness 11,792,703.66
Transfers and refunds 292,851.85
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 2,278,674.45
Total receipts $33,629,672.69
Balance on hand, including funds ......... 2,888,302.25
GRAND TOTAL $36,517,974.94
1 Includes $301.98 from administration of trust funds.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1925 — Concluded.






















Administration of trust funds
Interest ......
Loans, general purposes



















Prom sinking funds ....
From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers......
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ......
Refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Expenditures for grade crossings .




























































Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, ciurent year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments......













1 Includes $4,695.50 paid from offsets to outlays; $960 paid to the county for debt incurred for bridge pur-










Table II. Outstanding Indebtedness Classified by Character of
Obligation — 1924 — Continued.
Towns.
268 P.D. 79.








Table III. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1924-
Note. — The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property as of April
1, 1924, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1924, exclusive of the non-resident bank stock,
as reported to the Tax Commissioner.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt shown
in Table II, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of revenue loans,
other temporary loans, such as those found in Stockbridge, Sandwich, Berlin; and Eastham (see foot-notes on
Table II), and warrants or orders is deducted from the total debt shown in Table II, the result wiU give the
funded or fixed debt shown in Table III.
There are 65 towns which showed no funded or fixed debt.
P.D. 79. 271



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 Includes $3,000 investment fund held by Sinking Fund Commissioners to retire schoolhouse bonds.
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TABULAR INDEX: FOR CITIES.
The statistical presentations for the cities include the following tables:
Table I. Summary of Financial Transactions.
Table II. Receipts from General Revenue.
Table III. Receipts from Commercial Revenue.
Table IV. Detail of Departmental Earnings.
Table V. Interest Receipts.
Table VI. Summary of Revenue Receipts.
Table VII. Maintenance of Departments.
Table VIII. Maintenance of Public Service Enterprises, Cemeteries, and Trust Funds.
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Tabular Index: For Cities— Concluded.
Table IX. Summary of Maintenance.
Table X. Interest Payments.
Table XI. Outstanding Indebtedness Classified by Character' of Obligation —
Table XII. Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1924.
Table XIII. Debt Transactions for 1924 Classified by Character of Obligation.
Table XIV. Sinking and Loan Fund Payments to the State •— 1924.
Table XV. Method of Meeting Debt Requirements from Taxation—• 1924.




TABULAR INDEX: FOR TOWNS.
The statistical presentations for the towns include the following tables:
Table I. Summary of Financial Transactions.
Table II. Outstanding Indebtedness Classified by Character of Obligation— 1924.
Table III. Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1924.
Table IV. Debt Transactions for 1924 Classified by Character of Obligation.
Table V. Sinking and Loan Fund Payments to the State — 1924.
Table VI. Method of Meeting Debt Requirements from Taxation — 1924.
Table VII. Cash Balances.
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Tabular Index: For Towns— Continued.
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Tabular Index: For Towns— Continued.
